
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 
 

There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station WNVC, Culpeper, Virginia, along with the most 
significant programming treatment of those issues for the period October 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020.  The listing is by no means 
exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.  
 

Description Program/Segment Date/Time Duration Narration or Type and Description of 
Program/Segment 
 

Youth 
Social/Emotional 
Racism 

PBS KIDS TALK ABOUT: 
RACE AND RACISM 

10/09/20  7pm 
10/10/20  7pm 
11/13/20  930pm 
(many other repeats) 

30 min Hosted by inaugural National Youth Poet 
Laureate, Amanda Gorman, this half-hour 
program features authentic conversations 
between real children and their parents 
and includes content from DANIEL TIGER'S 
NEIGHBORHOOD, ARTHUR, and XAVIER 
RIDDLE AND THE SECRET MUSEUM. The 
show looks at race and racial justice-related 
topics in an age-appropriate way and offers 
viewers ideas to build on as they continue 
these important conversations at home. 

Youth 
Nature 
Conservation 

WILD KRATTS: 
CREATURES OF THE 
DEEP SEA 

10/17/20  5am 
10/18/20  9pm 
(several repeats) 
 

60 min Aboard Aviva's newly designed Deep Sea 
Explorer, the Wild Kratts team ventures to 
the last creature frontier -the Deep Sea. 
The challenges of the deep are many, and 
when ultimately they are forced to make a 
decision, the Wild Kratts must decide what 
is truly important. Science Concept: How 
life survives in the Deep Sea. 

Youth 
Social/Emotional 

DANIEL TIGER MOVIE: 
WON'T YOU BE OUR 
NEIGHBOR? 

11/13/20  8pm 
11/14/20  6pm 
(several repeats) 
 

60 min Daniel and his community welcome their 
new friends in this movie event from Daniel 
Tiger's Neighborhood. 

Youth 
Racism 
Social/Emotional 
 

POWER OF WE: A 
SESAME STREET 
SPECIAL 

10/15/20  11am 
11/13/20  9pm 
(several repeats) 

30 min Follow Elmo, Abby, Tamir and Gabrielle as 
they prepare for a virtual community 
singalong as they stand up against racism 
by expressing love, kindness, and respect. 
Tamir and Gabrielle belong to an affinity 
group called the Power of We, led by Chris 
Jackson. 

Youth 
Social/Emotional 
Family 

ARTHUR 
THANKSGIVING 

11/16/20  9pm 
11/19/20  8am 
(several repeats 

60 min Arthur and his family are getting ready for 
Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to 
go on his own adventure, family, friends 
and the rest of Elwood City try to get Pal 
home. Will they be able to celebrate the 
best Thanksgiving yet? 

Youth 
Problem Solving 
Math 

CYBERCHASE Mon-Sun 2pm & 
10pm 

30 min Math rules in the animated adventure 
series CYBERCHASE. CYBERCHASE energizes 
kids ages eight to eleven with math power. 
Full of cyber-mysteries with eye-popping 
animation and a sly comic flair, the daily 
series features the voices of Christopher 
Lloyd and Gilbert Gottfried.  

Youth 
Science 
Social/Emotional 
 

HERO ELEMENTARY Monday-Thursdays at 
8pm 

30 min If you're a kid with superpowers, you 
belong at Hero Elementary! It's where 
young heroes in training can learn how to 
master their less-than-perfected powers 
and practice day-saving action. But when 
their superpowers aren't enough for the 



job, they can always rely on an additional 
arsenal of powers: The Superpowers of 
Science! These kids may be superhuman, 
but it's science that makes humans truly 
super. 

Youth 
Social/Emotional 
Nature 
 

NATURE CAT: THE 
RETURN OF BAD DOG 
BART 

10/04/20  7pm 
11/29/20  6am 

60 min When Hal accidentally unearths Bad Dog 
Bart's second treasure map which leads to 
his stolen loot of cat toys, it sets off a 
dizzying, adventurous journey to be the 
first to dig up the treasure. Joining Nature 
Cat and his pals in the race to find the 
stolen loot is that very bad dog himself Bad 
Dog Bart. And if that isn't bad enough, 
there is a tough pirate named One Eared 
Winnie who also is trying to find the 
treasure. Arghhh!!! 

 
 


